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Methodological Note
The inclusion in the UNESCO World Heritage List entails for each cultural
asset, for the subjects who are identified as responsible, the adoption of a
Management Plan in which the basic lines for a protection action to ensure
the integrity, maintenance and continuity of the exceptional values recognized in the cultural asset itself are illustrated and described. Although
the document is not a regulatory act in itself, it is nonetheless required to
consider and incorporate the planning instruments in force and any other
provision relating to the government of the territory. In addition, particular
care is required in the analytical examination of a set of aspects and elements that make up the context to be protected, however articulated it may
be. It goes without saying that, in this specific case, when facing a complex
and delicate reality such as that of the eight towns that make up the serial
site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto”, the difficulties to be tackled in
defining such a Plan are numerous and substantial.
For this reason, the Municipality of Noto, as the Implementing Body for the
review of the three Management Plans and referent for the Val di Noto UNESCO site, has chosen to undertake a process of involvement, sharing and
participation of all stakeholders.
In this journey, set up with very cautious methodological choices, the Municipality of Noto has been able to give a concrete example of good practice, showing once again the opportunity to apply in circumstances such as
these the principle of collaboration and coordination between the various
institutional subjects and public administrations of all the Municipalities
involved, in order to guarantee a real sharing not only of responsibilities,
but also of points of view, perspectives and general expectations for an optimal protection and sustainable fruition of a historical-cultural heritage of
Outstanding Cultural Value that must continue to be the driving force of the
whole territory involved.
In designing the update of the Management Plan of the site “Late Baroque
Towns of the Val di Noto”, in addition to the “Convention Concerning the
Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage” of 1972 and the “Retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value” of 2015, a series of
international documents have been considered as a fundamental premise.
These acts define the framework within which this document was developed, namely:
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• the Budapest Declaration on World Heritage (2002);
• the Vienna Memorandum (2005);
• the Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (2011);
• a further important reference is the Faro Convention (2005) of the Council
of Europe.
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The new 2020 Management Plan of the site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val
di Noto” has been drafted according to the UNESCO Operational Guidelines
updated to 2019 and, in addition, takes into account the comparison with
the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism, General Secretariat - Service I, Coordination UNESCO Office, regarding the contents that
the Management Plan must deal with in order to become a management
instrument increasingly suited to the needs and critical issues related to
the Outstanding Universal Value of the site, whose protection must be the
underlying objective of the entire Management Plan, trying, at the same
time, to solve the critical issues identified by the Periodic Reporting.
For this reason, the Management Plan starts from a careful evaluation of
the main criticalities yet enduring and from the identification and selection
of projects and actions able to face them, also following the precious and
fundamental observations of experts and institutions collected during the
meetings with local stakeholders.
The first phase focused on the analysis of the values that motivated the inclusion of the site in the World Heritage List, of the regulatory and planning
framework for the protection of the site, of the current state of knowledge
and conservation, also in light of the interventions implemented during the
time elapsed from the first Management Plan to date.
The content developed during the first phase is included in the first part of
this Management Plan.
The second phase made it possible to highlight further macro-emergencies, namely further factors that affect negatively the environmental protection of the territories and the conservation of heritage assets. The indepth analysis of macro-emergencies has also contributed - as well as the
analysis and evaluation of critical issues of the previous Management Plan
of 2004 - to the identification of some of the Strategic Objectives for its
protection and enhancement.
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The objectives and projects included in the Action Plans have been organised as follows:
- Knowledge Plan
- Protection and Conservation Plan
- Social and Cultural Enhancement Plan
- Communication and Promotion Plan.
At the base of all this, a new shared and participatory governance system
has been designed. It will be able, in the medium term, to launch and implement the Action Plans and the related monitoring system. The management
system, in fact, will have to facilitate the implementation, in the concerned
territories, of a durable and sustainable development thanks to a refined
and accurate protection, preservation and enhancement of the site, ensuring the coordination that has, until now, been lacking.
Finally, the Monitoring Plan has been studied and defined; it will allow to
carry out a control process through the evaluation of a series of result indicators, articulated on a double level: the first related to the control of the
state of conservation of the site, the other related to the implementation of
the planned actions.
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PART ONE
The Story of the UNESCO Site
LATE BAROQUE TOWNS OF THE VAL DI NOTO
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1. The Site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto”
1.1

World Heritage Sites
IDENTIFICATION OF THE SITE
“Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto”
STATE, PROVINCE OR REGION
- Region of Sicily
- Province of Syracuse
- Province of Ragusa
- Province of Catania
- Municipalities of Caltagirone, Catania, Militello Val di Catania, Modica,
Noto, Palazzolo Acreide, Ragusa, Scicli
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The UNESCO site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto” consists of eight
components. Some of the towns that make up the site have pre-medieval
origins, and all of them existed nonetheless, albeit in different locations, in
the Middle Ages, being generally characterised by a system centred around
a castle or fortification with several monastic foundations inserted into the
urban fabric. Many of them changed their appearance during the 16th-17th
centuries, and were affected in different ways by the earthquake of 1693
which caused 93,000 victims. For example, Noto, then situated on Mount
Alveria, was utterly destroyed, as was a large part of Catania, while Militello suffered partial destruction and Ragusa was seriously damaged. All the
towns underwent intensive reconstruction during the 18th century, especially regarding churches, large public buildings and aristocratic palaces.
As a whole, the territory of south-eastern Sicily, once identified as the administrative province of Val di Noto, is therefore characterised by the exceptional homogeneity and quality of its urban centres.
The reconstruction of the urban centres of the Val di Noto was an incredible
opportunity to carry out an enormous programme of artistic, architectural
and, in some cases, anti-seismic renovation of the towns, which until then
had had a purely medieval style and layout.
The eight towns that make up the serial site therefore present clearly identifiable common characteristics, within a general framework that is, however, complex and articulated.
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In fact, the components inscribed differ in their characteristics, consistency
and size, while reflecting, as a whole, a mosaic of art and architecture of
high quality and remarkable homogeneity.
The architectural renovation and modern urban planning of the whole of
south-eastern Sicily was, for the time, a specific response to the natural
disaster, involving personalities of the time, such as the architects Rosario Gagliardi and Giovan Battista Vaccarini, a large number of artists of the
highest level and local craftsmen numbering in the thousands, who often
remained anonymous.
This led to the birth of a true “Sicilian style”, certainly borne of Baroque
influences from outside the island, but structured in a new model, capable
of permeating the artistic currents of the time.
The serial site of the Late Baroque Towns comprises a heritage that is homogeneous but widespread among eight Municipalities.
For some of them, the inscription concerns specific cultural assets, for
others it concerns a portion of the historic centre with all the late Baroque
cultural assets located there. The first group includes Modica, with the
churches of St. George and St. Peter, Palazzolo Acreide with St. Paul and
St. Sebastian, Militello Val di Catania with San Nicolò and Santa Maria della
Stella. The second group includes Caltagirone, Noto, Ragusa, Catania and
Scicli.
CALTAGIRONE
Caltagirone is the westernmost of the eight towns. Its historic centre shows
various facets in terms of urban solutions and façade architecture, representing a sort of ideal link between the pre- and post-earthquake phases.
Among the most important religious buildings are the churches of Santa
Maria del Monte, St. James the Apostle, St. Joseph, St. Dominic, the complexes of the Holy Saviour and of the Monastery of the Benedictine Sisters,
St. Chiara and St. Rita, the Church of Jesus with the former College of the
Jesuits, St. Stephen, and St. Francis of Assisi. Civil architecture includes
the buildings of the Corte Capitaniale, the Civic Museum, the Monte delle
Prestanze (or Pawnshop, or Monte di Pietà) and the San Francesco Bridge.
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CATANIA
The town of Catania, after the vast destruction caused by the earthquake,
benefited from the extensive unitary urban plan, founded on a rational geometric basis, which was implemented on the ruins of the previous buildings.
At the heart of this complex architectural and urban requalification are Piazza del Duomo and Via dei Crociferi with the nearby Badia di Sant’Agata,
the Collegiata, the Benedictine Monastery and Palazzo Biscari.
MILITELLO VAL DI CATANIA
Militello in Val di Catania is characterised by its rich architecture, which
flourished from the 14th century onwards, but above all by the buildings
dating from the 17th century, when the fortified feudal town changed its
face after partial abandonment, following the dictates of late Baroque reconstruction. The buildings, inscribed on the site, are the churches of San
Nicolò and Santa Maria della Stella.
MODICA
Modica has, in its present conformation, two urban areas with different
characteristics. The older one is built on the highest part of a large hill,
while the newer one was rebuilt at the foot of the hill after the 1693 earthquake. The town has a considerable number of imposing buildings, including St. George’s Cathedral and St. Peter’s Church.
NOTO
Noto is the most extraordinary example of a town entirely rebuilt on a new
site, close to the ancient town. It has two levels, an upper level - situated
on top of a plateau - and a lower level on its slopes. The latter houses the
buildings of the town’s nobility and numerous religious complexes built in
the 18th century, in an impressive urban, topographical and architectural
ensemble.
PALAZZOLO ACREIDE
Palazzolo Acreide, like Modica, has two distinct centres, identifiable from
an urban and topographical point of view. The first corresponds to the origi12
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nal medieval settlement, but rebuilt in the same places after the earthquake
around a new main road axis, while the second is the real “new town”, built
entirely after 1693 along an upward slope that reaches as far as the ancient
settlement of Akrai, the subcolony of Syracuse in the Greek era. The two
churches of St. Sebastian and St. Paul are emblematic of this arrangement:
both largely rebuilt after the earthquake, the former remained the symbolic
and religious reference point for the ancient nobility, while the latter became the gathering place for the new urban classes.
RAGUSA
Ragusa, corresponding to the ancient Ibla, lies on three hills separated by
a deep valley. This town too is characterised by two centres: one rebuilt on
the previous medieval layout, the other, the present Upper Ragusa, was
built in the years following 1693. It includes several religious buildings and
a good number of palaces, all in Baroque style.
SCICLI
Scicli concentrates a large part of its Baroque heritage along Via Mormino
Penna, culminating in the adjoining Beneventano Palace: an architectural
ensemble of fantastic decorations, probably unique of its kind in Sicily, is
thus created in an urban layout in which churches alternate side by side
with aristocratic palaces.
1.2

1. For all eight components, the perimeter
of the core zones was verified on digital
cartographic support: this has allowed to
identify errors in calculating the extension
of the surface of the core zone of each
component, which is indicated here in its
actual extension. In addition, it is specified

Perimeter and Location1
The serial site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto” consists of cultural
assets located in eight towns of south-eastern Sicily: Caltagirone, Militello
Val di Catania, Catania, Modica, Noto, Palazzolo Acreide, Ragusa and Scicli.
The nuclei of these centres, with their historical and architectural character, reflect the great success of post-seismic reconstruction in the decades
following the catastrophic earthquake of 1693 that devastated the towns of
south-eastern Sicily.
To protect the inscribed cultural assets, buffer zones have been identified.
The buffer zones are made up of the fabrics with the most direct visual and
morphological links with the inscribed cultural assets that make up the se-

that when indicating, for each component,
the extension of the surface of the buffer
zone, the surface of the core zone is not
included. Finally, the calculation of the
resident population of each component
includes the territorial surface of the buffer
zone relative to the inscribed site and

does not include the territorial surface
relative to the core zone. The figure has
been calculated on the basis of the census
sections that fall within the perimeter of the
buffer zone in its entirety or, in some cases,
partially and, therefore, the figure is to be
considered as indicative.
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rial site and are made up of the urban fabrics of such an extension as to constitute effective protective buffer zones. They have been defined according
to the preservation of the visual and functional integrity of the inscribed
cultural assets and their immediate context.
HISTORIC CENTRE OF CALTAGIRONE
Core zone (ha): 23
Buffer zone (ha): 52.4
Resident population in the buffer zone (res.): 9,143
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Fig. 1. Caltagirone - core area and buffer zone. Source: our elaboration.
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HISTORIC CENTRE AREA OF CATANIA
Core zone (ha): 36.8
Buffer zone (ha): 80.1
Resident population in the buffer zone (res.): 10,858
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Fig. 2. Catania - core area and buffer zone. Source: our elaboration.
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CHURCH OF SAN NICOLÒ IN THE HISTORIC CENTRE OF MILITELLO
VAL DI CATANIA
Core zone (ha): 0.31
Buffer zone (ha): 11.3
Resident population in the buffer zone (res.): 3,833
CHURCH OF SANTA MARIA DELLA STELLA IN THE HISTORIC CENTRE
OF MILITELLO VAL DI CATANIA
Core zone (ha): 0.31
Buffer zone (ha): 11.3
Resident population in the buffer zone (res.): 3,833
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Fig. 3. Militello Val di Catania - core area and buffer zone. Source: our elaboration
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CHURCH OF ST. GEORGE IN THE HISTORIC CENTRE OF MODICA
Core zone (ha): 0.86
Buffer zone (ha): 36.8
Resident population in the buffer zone (res.): 5,743
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Fig. 4. Modica - core area and buffer zone. Source: our elaboration
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HISTORIC CENTRE OF NOTO
Core zone (ha): 21.38
Buffer zone (ha): 49.3
Resident population in the buffer zone (res.): 7,052
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Fig. 5. Noto - core area and buffer zone. Source: our elaboration
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CHURCH OF SAINT PAUL IN THE HISTORIC CENTRE OF PALAZZOLO ACREIDE
Core zone (ha): 0.49
Buffer zone (ha): 33.74
Resident population in the buffer zone (res.): 6,169
CHURCH OF SAINT SEBASTIAN IN THE HISTORIC CENTRE OF PALAZZOLO
ACREIDE
Core zone (ha): 0.42
Buffer zone (ha): 33.74
Resident population in the buffer zone (res.): 6,169
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Fig. 6. Palazzolo Acreide - core area and buffer zone. Source: our elaboration
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HISTORIC CENTRE OF RAGUSA
Core zone (ha): 21.2
Buffer zone (ha): 36.3
Resident population in the buffer zone (res.): 2,560
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Fig. 7. Ragusa - core area and buffer zone. Source: our elaboration
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HISTORIC CENTRE AREA OF SCICLI
Core zone (ha): 0.84
Buffer zone (ha): 5.4
Resident population in the buffer zone (res.): 1,152
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Fig. 8. Scicli - core area and buffer zone. Source: our elaboration
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1.3

2015 Retrospective Outstanding Universal Value
In 2015, the World Heritage Committee, during its 39th session, examined
document WHC-15/39.COM/8E.rev and adopted the Retrospective OUV, accepting the new OUV of the UNESCO site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val di
Noto”2.
Below is the official text of the Retrospective Outstanding Universal Value3.

Retrospective Outstanding Universal Value (2015)
Brief Description
The Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto is comprised of components of eight towns located in south-eastern
Sicily (Caltagirone, Militello Val di Catania, Catania, Modica, Noto, Palazzolo Acreide, Ragusa and Scicli). These
historic centres and urban environments reflect the great, post-seismic rebuilding achievement of the decades
following the catastrophic earthquake of 1693, which ravaged towns across south-eastern Sicily. The rebuilding, restoration and reconstruction of these communities resulted in the creation of an exceptional group of
towns, all reflecting the late Baroque architecture of the 17th century in all its forms and applications.
The eight components of the property differ in size and represent a range of responses to the rebuilding needs.
They include the entire old town of Caltagirone, Noto and Ragusa; specific urban areas of Catania and Scicli;
and isolated monuments in the historic town centres of Modica, Palazzolo Acreide and Militello Val di Catania.
Catania was rebuilt on the site of the original town while others, such as Noto, were rebuilt on new sites. At
Ragusa and Palazzolo Acreide, new urban centres were created next to the ancient ones. The centres of Scicli
and Modica were moved and rebuilt in adjoining areas already partially urbanized, and Caltagirone was simply
repaired. The towns exhibit a plethora of late Baroque art and architecture of high quality and of a remarkable
homogeneity as a result of the circumstances of time, place, and social context in which they were created.
However, they also display distinctive innovations in the town planning and urban rebuilding. The property
also represents a considerable collective undertaking in response to a catastrophic seismic event.
Criteria
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Criterion (I): To represent a masterpiece of human creative genius
The Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto in south-eastern Sicily provide outstanding testimony to the exuberant genius of late Baroque art and architecture.

2.World Heritage Committee, Decision
WHC-15/39.COM/8E. Rev, p. 66. Document
available at: https://whc.unesco. org/en/
decisions/6407
3. See ibid., pp. 66-67.
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Criterion (II): To show an important interchange of human values over a long period of time or within a cultural
area of the world, on developments in architecture, technology, monumental arts, urban planning and landscape design.
The Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto represent the culmination and final flowering of Baroque art in Europe
Criterion (IV): To constitute an outstanding example of a building typology, architectural or technological ensemble of a landscape that illustrates one or more important phases in human history.
The exceptional quality of the late Baroque art and architecture in the Val di Noto lies in its geographical and
chronological homogeneity, and is the result of the 1693 earthquake in this region.
Criterion (V): To be an exceptional example of a traditional human settlement, of the use of territorial or marine resources, representative of a culture (or cultures) or of human interaction with the environment, especially when the latter has become vulnerable as a result of irreversible transformations.
The eight Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto in south-eastern Sicily are characteristic of the settlement
pattern and urban form of this region, are permanently at risk from earthquakes and eruptions of Mount Etna.
Integrity Statement
The property includes all the attributes required to express its Outstanding Universal Value, as it encompasses
the most representative centres of the late Baroque period in the Val di Noto.
The eight components of the property reflect the range of architectural and town-planning developments resulting from the post-seismic reconstruction in the Val di Noto after the 1693 earthquake. This earthquake created an opportunity for an enormous artistic, architectural, and anti-seismic renewal of the towns. The centres
retain their residential function, along with a lively society of inhabitants.
Authenticity Statement
The eight components of the property continue to demonstrate with remarkable homogeneity the late Baroque
art and architectural style of south-eastern Sicily in individual buildings and town planning. In particular, the
almost completely preserved town plans, which have seen only few alterations, express a variety of reactions
to the destruction caused by the earthquake.
Although the property meets the requirements for authenticity, it has been affected by further seismic activity
as well as long-term degradation, and a great many buildings and monumental complexes require major restoration, consolidation, and maintenance interventions.
23
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Protection and management requirements
The majority of the properties in all eight components are in private ownership. Other properties are owned by
the church, the Italian State and local Government authorities. The Regional Provinces of Catania, Ragusa, and
Syracuse, as well as the Municipalities of the eight towns have the responsibility for looking after the urban
and architectural heritage in their respective territories. The eight towns are identified in the respective town
plans as Homogeneous Territorial Zones or Historic Centres, where the existing urban and architectural heritage can be submitted only to rehabilitation and maintenance works that fully respect the historic and cultural
vocation of each town.
The main legal protection and conservation measures are provided by the national and regional legislation
for the protection of the artistic, monumental, landscape, naturalistic, seismic, hydro-geological and forestry
heritage, in particular by Acts 1089/39, 1497/39, 64/74, 431/85, and Regional Acts 61/81 and 15/91.
Numerous buildings (109) falling within the core-zones are bound according to the DL 42/2004 (pursuant to
Law 1089/39) because of historical monuments. The historical towns of Ragusa Iblea and Noto and Modica,
Scicli, Palazzolo Acreide are subject to landscape protection (under Law 1497/39). All goods falling within
urban areas classified as Zone A (historic centre) from the general zoning and applicable planning legislation,
are regulated by national and regional laws. The old town of Ragusa Ibla also benefits from a detailed plan and
a special law (L.R. 61/81) that promotes recovery for restoration of public and private buildings. All work on the
property must be approved in advance by local Superintendents and Municipal Administration. The norms that
protect the site are dictated by state laws (Legislative Decree 22 January 2004, Code for Cultural Heritage and
Landscape), as well as regional and municipal laws.
At the time of inscription, a Management Plan was developed to coordinate the management of the eight components of the property.
The Management Structure is regularly revised.
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2. The UNESCO Site Between Past and Present
2.1

Evaluations Carried Out On the Site Since the Inscription
A first important evaluation was offered by the report of ICOMOS  (International Council of Monuments and Sites)4. In addition to specific indications,
observations and recommendations, ICOMOS, in its 2002 report, suggested a further change to the title of the site, in order to make it more in line
with the titles of other World Heritage sites: “Late Baroque Towns of the Val
di Noto”.
At the conclusion of the Second Cycle of Periodic Reporting, during the 39th
session of the World Heritage Committee, held in Bonn from 28 June to 8
July 2015, the final report on the results of the “Second Cycle of the Periodic
Reporting for the European Area and its Action Plan” was presented. Concerning, specifically, the UNESCO serial site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val
di Noto”, the second cycle of the “Periodic Reporting” in 2014 addressed
numerous issues, noting - and in some cases, confirming - the following
critical points and positive aspects.

		

2014 PERIODIC REPORTING

CRITICAL POINTS		

POSITIVE ASPECTS

Presence of industrial areas

Visitor infrastructures

Air pollution

Mobility infrastructures

Environmental risk factors caused by anthropic pressure

Religious/spiritual and social use of cultural heritage

Lacks in the implementation of the legislative framework
aimed at preserving Outstanding Universal Value, integrity
and authenticity conditions

Tourist entrance fees contribute to the financial management
of the UNESCO site

Lack of knowledge and awareness about the Outstanding
Universal Value of the site that determined its inscription on
the World Heritage List

Integrity and authenticity of the UNESCO site preserved and
intact

Some infrastructures are inadequate for tourist fruition of
certain parts

Good state of conservation of the site

Inadequate visitor management
Lack of a planned monitoring plan
Failure to implement the Management Plan
Table. 1. Synthesis of the “Periodic Reporting”
Source: Document PR-C2-S2-1024.pdf, available at: https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1024/documents/

4. Advisory Body Evaluation (ICOMOS),
1024rev-ICOMOS-1196-en.pdf, January
2002. Document available at: https://whc.
unesco.org/en/ list/1024/documents
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2.2 The Current State of Conservation of the Site as a Whole
The state of conservation of the different components of the serial site is,
currently, very good if considered as a whole, also due to some interventions carried out after the inclusion of the site in the World Heritage List.
Component parts of the site are all located in an urban context, almost always within the fabric of the historic centres of the eight towns and, in most
cases, this has ensured more than satisfactory conditions for the context;
these conditions have been improved in recent years thanks to the requalification of surrounding urban spaces which have added decorum and further charm to elements which are in themselves of great value.
The damage caused by the earthquake of 13 December 1990 was the basis for much of the restoration work on most of the architecturally valuable
buildings: most of the work was carried out during the 2000s and, in some
cases, has continued until 2019, while some is still in progress or being
planned.
As a result of this long intervention phase, several structural problems in
individual buildings seem to have been solved, although in some cases
there is no assessment of the long-term results.
The updated Management Plan describes and summarises the actions and
status of the individual components of the site, subdivided according to the
respective Municipality.
The following table summarises the works carried out in the last five years
on the monuments included in the UNESCO site “Late Baroque Towns of the
Val di Noto”.
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Municipality
Cultural Asset
Intervention
				

Amount
Fund
in euros		

Caltagirone
Church of
Renovation
n.d.
		
St. Stephen
works		
					

Start of
works

Progress
status

Assessorato
Regionale ai
Lavori Pubblici

n.d.

n.d.

		
Church of Santa
		
Maria del Monte
			

Restoration
works of the roof,
dome and interiors

n.d.

8xMille

January 2020

Ongoing

		
		

St. James
Apostle’s Church

Restoration works

n.d.

8xMille

2017

2019

		
		

St. Joseph’s
Church

Restoration works

n.d.

8xMille

2015

2018

Catania
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Church of
Badia di Sant’Agata
and adjoining
former Monastery

Archdiocese
of Catania
and 8xMille

2010

N.D.

n.d.

PO-FESR 2014/2020

2019

n.d.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Church of
Restoration works
San Francesco
Borgia		
Sacred building
Church of
San Giuliano

Maintenance
and
restoration works

170.713

n.d.

n.d.

completed

Convent of
Jesuits and Church of
San Francesco
Borgia

Restoration works

3.028.508

n.d.

n.d.

completed

Restoration works
of part of the complex

n.d.

L. 433/91

2016

2019

Restoration works
of the facade

n.d.

L. 433/91

2016

2017

Legge n. 433
31 December 1991

n.d.

n.d.

2018

April 2019

		
Jesuit College
			
		
		

Church of
St. Benedict

Militello
Town Hall
Val di Catania		
Modica
		
		
		

Reopening for
n.d.
worship and 		
safety works		

Recovery and
n.d.
conservation works 		

Cathedral of
Restoration works
11.000
St. George 			
of Cappella del
Santissimo del Duomo

		
Cathedral of
		
St. George
			

Urgent works
49.091
n.d.
November 2018
for the restoration				
of the dome

		
Church of Carmine
Restoration works
n.d.
			
of the Annunciazione 		
			
by Gagini		
					
		
Church of St. Peter
			

Legge
Regionale 61/81

Fundraising
of Lions Club
Modica and
private entities

October
2018

Emergency
88.000
Regional
safety works				

August
2019
December
2018

Works not
started
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Noto
		

Restoration and
functional adaptation works

475.228

Regional

n.d.

2015

		
Palazzo Landolina
			

Restoration works
and set-up

1.911.840

Regional

n.d.

2016

		
		
		

Structural recovery
282.755
and restoration		
project

Municipality
of Noto

n.d.

2016

Convent of
Benedictine Sisters
of the Holy Sacrament

		
Palazzo Nicolaci
			
			

Executive project
n.d.
for the artistic 		
lightning of the facade

Municipality
of Noto

n.d.

2016

		
Palazzo Nicolaci
			
			

Valorisation of
n.d.
tombstone entitled to 		
“Giacomo Nicolaci”

Municipality
of Noto

n.d.

2015

		
St. Elia Chapel
Renovation project
n.d.
					

Municipality
of Noto

n.d.

2016

		
Civic Museum of Noto
Restoration works
1.800.000
					

European
and National

n.d.

Ongoing

Palazzolo
Acreide

Mother Church of
St. Nicolò

Recovery and static
stabilisation works

n.d.

Regional

n.d.

2015

		
		

Mother Church
St. Nicolò

Urgent works for the
covering of the Church

39.997

Regional

n.d.

2017

		
		

Church of
St. Sebastian

n.d.

950.000

L. 433/91

2017

2018

		
		

Church of
St. Paul

Dipartimento della
Protezione Civile

n.d.

n.d.

Ragusa
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Church of
St. Dominic

Santa Maria
delle Scale

Stabilisation
n.d.
of the facade		

Conservative
n.d.
INTESA 2000-2006
2012
restoration works				

		
		

Church of
St. Mary of Jesus

		
		

Church of the Holy
Souls in Purgatory

Restoration works

n.d.

L. 433/91

2018

Completed

		
		

Church of St. John
the Baptist

Restoration works

n.d.

n.d.

2019

Ongoing

		

Church of St. George

Restoration works

n.d.

n.d.

2019

Completed

Safety interventions
carried out in the Church
of St. John
and Saint Teresa

n.d.

Protezione Civile

n.d.

n.d.

Burying of
electric cables

n.d.

UNESCO

n.d.

n.d.

Scicli
Via Francesco
		
Mormino Penna
			
			
		
		

Via Francesco
Mormino Penna

Table 2. Table of carried out interventions

Creation of the Hyblaean
n.d.
Archaeological Museum		

PON 2004-2020
n.d.
adjoining Convent		

February
2015
Under
completion
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2.3 Risk factors
In order to provide a detailed examination and a careful assessment of the
current state of conservation and knowledge of the site, the following provisions of anthropic, natural/environmental nature and/or related to the
nature of the cultural asset are outlined.
RISK
		

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF CRITICAL POINTS

ACTIONS NEEDED OR IN PLACE
AS A RESULT OF EXISTING INSTRUMENTS

Pressures from socio-economic development
Risk of urban and landscape transformation

• Widespread pollution of marginal areas
with waste and disposal of demolition
materials, including hazardous materials (asbestos and ferrous materials)
• Precarious state of the coastline, with areas at risk of erosion (highly dangerous)
and a reduction in sandy areas, with consequent risks for the areas most suited
to seaside tourism
• Low quality of seawater due to the discharge of various types of waste, including from production activities and oil
mills, with consequent pollution of the
coastlines
• Excess of areas with intensive greenhouse crops (Pachino and Portopalo di
Capo Passero areas) entailing risks of
productive impoverishment of the soil.
These crops increase the risk of desertification in the area, which is already
highly vulnerable to flooding, with serious damage to crops due to the lack of
ditches (drainage canals)

• Comprehensive programming and territorial planning to avoid excessively fragmented interventions
• Filling infrastructure gaps and implementing control and maintenance activities in the territory
• All construction and urban planning activities are subject to the careful controls
of the Soprintendenza ai Beni Culturali e
Ambientali (Superintendence for Cultural and Environmental Assets)

Environmental pressures
Anthropic risk

• Significant increase in tourism, especially in the coastal area, and a profound
transformation of agricultural land use
towards intensive farming
• High urban density, pollution, high anthropic pressure concentrated in the coastal plain
• Spread of environmentally unsustainable tourism activities

Attention, in the planning instruments, to
the anthropic risk factors in order to contain all elements that may interfere with
the preservation and enhancement of the
cultural and environmental heritage of this
specific territorial area.

Air pollution

Current pollution levels are decreasing
steadily and do not represent a problem
for the conservation of the artistic, historical and environmental heritage. However,
it should be considered that in the Val di
Noto area, air pollution affects the deterioration of stone materials. This phenomenon is measured by three indicators: erosion, blackening and physical stress

Adoption of instruments for monitoring
erosion processes and forecasting and
protecting against risks, with reference to
geological formations present in the soil
and subsoil and to natural and artificial escarpments and rock walls

Geological criticalities

• The soils and rocks that make up the Val
di Noto territory are susceptible to the
exogenous agents that have shaped the
landscape and the forms of the slopes
and filled in the valley depressions.
• Flooding in depressed areas and close
to watercourses (the most exposed are
Modica and Scicli, but also Catania)
and phenomena of slope instability and
subsidence in the Caltagirone inhabited
area should be considered.
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• In the Piano Stralcio di Bacino per l’Assetto Idrogeologico of the Sicilian Region,
1 geomorphologic instability has been
registered in the core area inscribed in
the inhabited area of Caltagirone, and 6
geomorphologic instabilities have been
registered in the area inscribed in the inhabited area of Ragusa
Natural disasters
Seismic, flood or fire risk

• According to the Decreto Ministeriale of
21 October 2003, which reclassified the
seismic risk throughout the Italian territory, the Val di Noto area was classified
as grade 2 on a scale of 1 to 4 (with 1 representing the highest risk).

Tourism Pressure

The degree of tourism pressure existing in
the territory is very low, as is evident when
considering the specific tourism indicators. Tourist indicators for the Municipalities of Val di Noto, year 2018 (our elaboration):
Territorial density indicator: 0.53
Tourism function indicator: 0.02
Environmental impact indicator: 1.65
Tourism pressure indicator: 0.2
Bed occupancy rate: 26%

Table 3. Summary of risk factors. Source: our elaboration
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For the purposes of a more in-depth examination of the Val di Noto UNESCO
site, the following is a description of the seismic risk.
On the whole, the area is affected by static-structural risks related to natural phenomena (earthquake, landslides and instabilities, coastal and volcanic dynamics).
From a tectonic point of view, the territory presents characteristics of great
complexity and seismic activity. This aspect must be taken into due consideration both in wide area planning, and for local urban choices because
south-eastern Sicily, as it is known, is the area of Italy with the highest risk
of earthquakes.
In eastern Sicily, seismicity, in addition to the Mount Etna area where surface events of low magnitude are generated, is distributed along the Ionian
coast, characterised by the Hyblaean-Malta Escarpment, responsible for
the major earthquakes in the area.
The National Seismic Service has chosen this part of Italy to draw up the
first Emergency Plan in the event of seismic events. The Sicilian Region
itself issued the Decreto of the President of the Region of 20/12/90 concerning the “assignment of the task of promoting activities in the earthquake-affected areas of the provinces of Catania, Syracuse and Ragusa and
the establishment of a committee for the planning of related interventions”
and, finally, L. 433/91 was issued, which allocated funds for reconstruction related to the seismic event of December 1990. It should be noted that
almost all the Municipalities affected by this plan have suffered damage
during that seismic event.
The National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology published an update
of the seismic hazard maps in April 2004; in this elaboration, the area in
which the Baroque Towns of Val di Noto fall was classified with a maximum
ground acceleration value (for seismic events with a probability of exceedance of 10% in a return time of fifty years) from 0.150 (Scicli) to 0.275 (Militello in Val di Catania and Palazzolo Acreide), on a scale whose maximum
value is 0.300.
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2.4 The Protection System in Force and Changes Since the Previous
		 Management Plan
The current protection system of the site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val
di Noto” confirms the high level of protection already present in the nomination phase. The core zones and buffer zones contain individual cultural
assets and areas subject to direct restrictions of various kinds (monumental, archaeological, landscape) or indirect restrictions because they are
included in areas bound by landscape, archaeological or hydrogeological
interest; they also enjoy extensive urban planning rules and regulations
that, mainly, limit possible interventions to those of a conservative nature.
Both the core zones and the buffer zones identified in the eight towns are
contained, in their respective Piani Regolatori Generali, within the Homogeneous Territorial Zones A “Historic Centre”, in which the existing urban
and architectural heritage can only be subjected to conservation, restoration and maintenance works that fully respect the historical and cultural
vocation of each town.
In particular, the cultural assets referred to in art. 10 and following of D.Lgs.
42/2004 benefit from the highest level of direct protection, which is exercised through the administrative structure of the Soprintendenze ai Beni
Culturali e Ambientali of the Sicilian Region. The competent Soprintendenza ai Beni Culturali e Ambientali, in particular, carries out a control and management action, applied both through the verification of the interventions
carried out by other public and private subjects, and operating directly with
excavation, restoration and recovery actions, as well as with ordinary and
extraordinary maintenance activities. In the case of the Municipalities of
Caltagirone, Ragusa, Scicli, Modica, Palazzolo Acreide and Militello Val di
Catania, which have approved new Piani Regolatori Generali with respect to
the previous Management Plan, it has been verified that the Homogeneous
Territorial Zones involving core zones and buffer zones provide for building
activities that do not conflict with the system of protection and safeguarding of the site.
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The main elements contributing to the site’s protection system are analysed in detail below:
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• the restrictions system falling within the core zone and the buffer zone
• any protection system in the core zone and buffer zone that has not
changed since the previous Management Plan;
• any changes since the previous Management Plan and the implementation of the protection system.
CALTAGIRONE
Core zone and buffer zone:
Immovable cultural heritage protected by architectural restrictions of cultural interest is present here. Some cultural assets are included in the Carta
del Rischio dei Beni Culturali (Charter of Risks of Cultural Assets) because
they are located in a seismic risk area.
Changes since the previous Management Plan in the protection system and
transformative interventions in the core zone and buffer zone:
Piano Regolatore Generale (General Urban Plan) - 2004
CATANIA
Core zone:
Immovable cultural heritage protected by architectural and archaeological
restrictions of cultural interest is present here. Some cultural assets are
included in the Carta del Rischio dei Beni Culturali because they are located
in a seismic risk area. There are also archaeological restrictions pursuant to
art. 10 and moreover the whole core zone falls within the perimeter of the
protected areas pursuant to art. 136 D.Lgs. 42/04.
Buffer zone:
Immovable cultural heritage protected by architectural restrictions of cultural interest is present here. Some cultural assets are included in the Carta del Rischio dei Beni Culturali because they are located in a seismic risk
area. There are also archaeological restrictions pursuant to art. 10 and the
whole area of the buffer zone falls within the perimeter of the protected
areas pursuant to art. 136 D.Lgs. 42/04.
Protection system in the core zone and the buffer zone that has not changed
since the previous Management Plan:
Piano Regolatore Generale Comunale (General Municipal District Urban Development Plan) – 1969
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Changes since the previous Management Plan in the protection system and
transformative interventions in the core zone and buffer zone:
New Regolamento Edilizio Comunale (Municipal Building Regulations)
MILITELLO VAL DI CATANIA
Core zone:
Inscribed cultural assets are protected by particular architectural restrictions of “unverified” cultural interest.
Buffer zone:
Immovable cultural heritage protected by particular restrictions of architectural type of declared and “unverified” cultural interest is present here.
With reference to D.Lgs. 42/04, part of the buffer zone falls within protected
areas pursuant to art. 136, wooded areas art. 142, lett. g, D.Lgs. 42/04,
as well as in portions of areas subject to landscape protection restrictions
pursuant to L. 1497/1939.
Changes since the previous Management Plan in the protection system and
transformative interventions in the core zone and buffer zone:
Piano Regolatore Generale – 2008
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MODICA
Core zone:
As far as the Mother Church of Saint George is concerned, there is a restriction for immovable cultural heritage of architectural type of cultural interest that is “unverified” and does not enclose the entire area of the cultural
asset inscribed in the core zone. There is also a restriction on the Complex
of the Mother Church of Saint George of architectural type of “unverified”
cultural interest.
With regard to the Church of St. Peter, there is a restriction for immovable
cultural heritage of architectural type of “unverified” cultural interest and
that does not enclose within it the whole area of the cultural asset inscribed
in the core zone.
The two cultural assets are included in the Carta del Rischio dei Beni Culturali as they fall within the seismic risk area. Moreover, the whole core zone
falls within the perimeter of the protected areas pursuant to art. 136 D.Lgs.
42/04 and pursuant to L. 1497/1939.
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Buffer zone:
Within the buffer zone, immovable cultural heritage protected by particular
restrictions of architectural type of declared and “unverified” cultural interest is present. There is a protection restriction established by D.M. 364/09
for the former Jesuit College (now Church of Santa Maria del Soccorso).
With reference to D.Lgs. 42/04, part of the buffer zone falls within areas
protected pursuant to art. 136 and art. 142 lett. m, as well as in portions of
areas subject to landscape protection restrictions pursuant to L. 1497/1939.
Changes since the previous Management Plan in the protection system and
transformative interventions in the core zone and buffer zone:
Piano Regolatore Generale - 2017; Study on the historic centre (2015).
NOTO
Core zone:
Within the core zone there are particular restrictions for immovable cultural
heritage of architectural type of “declared” and “unverified” cultural interest.
The entire core zone is subject to landscape protection restrictions (pursuant
to art. 136, D.Lgs. 42/04) and a part of it falls in areas of archaeological interest (protected pursuant to art. 142, lett. m, D.Lgs. 42/04). The core zone falls
within the perimeter of the protected areas pursuant to L. 1497/1939.
Buffer zone:
Immovable cultural heritage protected by architectural restrictions of “declared” and “unverified” cultural interest is present here. Some cultural assets are included in the Carta del Rischio dei Beni Culturali because they
are located in a seismic risk area. In the buffer zone there are landscape
restrictions (protected areas pursuant to art. 136, D.Lgs. 42/04).
Protection system in the core zone and the buffer zone that has not changed
since the previous Management Plan:
Piano Regolatore Generale - 1993.
Changes since the previous Management Plan in the protection system and
transformative interventions in the core zone and buffer zone:
After the Piano Regolatore Generale of 1993, pursuant to L.R. 13/2015, the
“Norme per il recupero del patrimonio edilizio di base dei centri storici”
(“Regulations for the renovation of the basic building heritage of historic
centres”) have been drafted.
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PALAZZOLO ACREIDE
Core zone:
With regard to the Church of Saint Paul, there are restrictions for immovable cultural heritage of architectural type of “unverified” cultural interest
and that do not enclose within them the entire area of the cultural asset
inscribed in the core zone. With regard to the Church of St. Sebastian, there
is a restriction for immovable cultural heritage of “unverified” cultural interest, which does not enclose within it the entire area of the asset inscribed in
the core zone. The two cultural assets are included in the Carta del Rischio
dei Beni Culturali because they are located in a seismic risk area.
Buffer zone:
Immovable cultural heritage protected by architectural restrictions of declared and “unverified” cultural interest is present here. Some cultural assets are included in the Carta del Rischio dei Beni Culturali because they
are located in a seismic risk area. In the buffer zone there are landscape
type restrictions (protected areas pursuant to art. 136, wooded areas pursuant to art. 142, lett. g, D.Lgs. 42/04), as well as a portion subject to landscape protection restrictions pursuant to L. 1497/1939.
Changes since the previous Management Plan in the protection system and
transformative interventions in the core zone and buffer zone:
Piano Regolatore Generale - 2009.
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RAGUSA
Core zone:
Within the core zone there are restrictions for immovable cultural heritage
of “declared” and “unverified” cultural interest. Some cultural assets are included in the Carta del Rischio dei Beni Culturali because they are located in
a seismic risk area. Almost the entire core zone is included within the perimeter of the protected areas pursuant to L. 1497/1939.
The historical centre of Ragusa and Ibla is protected by L.R. 11-04-1981 No. 61
“Norme per il risanamento ed il recupero edilizio del centro storico di Ibla e di
alcuni quartieri di Ragusa” (Regulations for the restoration and renovation of
the historic centre of Ibla and some neighbourhoods of Ragusa).
Buffer zone:
Within the buffer zone, there is immovable cultural heritage protected by
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particular restrictions of architectural type of “declared” and “unverified”
cultural interest. Some cultural assets are included in the Carta del Rischio
dei Beni Culturali because they are located in a seismic risk area. With reference to D.Lgs. 42/04, part of the buffer zone falls within protected areas
pursuant to art. 10 (archaeological restrictions), as well as in portions of areas subject to landscape protection restrictions pursuant to L. 1497/1939.
Changes since the previous Management Plan in the protection system and
transformative interventions in the core zone and buffer zone:
Piano Regolatore Generale Comunale – 2006; Piano Particolareggiato Esecutivo (Executive Detailed Plan) – 2012.
SCICLI
Core zone:
Within the core zone, there are particular restrictions for immovable cultural heritage of “unverified” architectural cultural interest. The area is subject
to landscape protection restrictions (pursuant to art. 136, D.Lgs. 42/04).
Buffer zone:
Within the buffer zone, immovable cultural heritage protected by particular restrictions of architectural type of “declared” and “unverified” cultural
interest is present. The area is subject to landscape type protection restrictions (pursuant to art. 136, D.Lgs. 42/04).
Changes since the previous Management Plan in the protection system and
transformative interventions in the core zone and buffer zone:
Piano Regolatore Generale Comunale - 2006.
The critical issue concerning the degree of awareness of residents and
communities appears to be resolvable through greater public forms of participation and involvement. The existing protection system also appears
adequate. In particular, it is highlighted that the implementation of the
protection system has been carried out through the updating of the urban
planning instruments in force, the approval of detailed plans, the drafting
of studies aimed at the knowledge and accurate classification of the areas
that affect both core zones and buffer zones of the inscribed site. In some
cases, moreover, it is also possible to highlight the implementation of part
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of the transformations foreseen by the plans and the creation of services
and infrastructures that contribute to the enhancement of the site areas.
In addition to the ordinary planning and implementation instruments, the
administrations of the towns included in the site have approved new plans
and planning instruments that act on the wider municipal territorial context and that constitute a fundamental system of development guidelines
within which the conservation and enhancement of the inscribed cultural
assets must act.
Finally, even in the wider territorial system, there are different levels of territorial government aimed at managing and protecting the territory.
1. Piano Territoriale Paesistico d’Ambito (Territorial Landscape Plan)
The cultural assets inscribed in the serial site and the related buffer zones
are affected by the prescriptions and guidelines of the Piani Paesaggistici
(Landscape Plans), which divide the territory into Ambiti (Areas) and related Paesaggi Locali (Local Landscapes), which are, in turn, landscape identity areas in which ecological and cultural factors interact to define specificities, values and emergencies.
2. Provincial and wide area planning
At wide area level, the management of the territory is delegated to the Liberi Consorzi Comunali (Free Municipal Consortia) and Città Metropolitane
(Metropolitan Cities) pursuant to L.R. No. 15 of 4 August 2015, Provisions
on Liberi Consorzi Comunali and Città Metropolitane, specifically art. 34. To
date, there are no approved plans of the Liberi Consorzi Comunali.
However, the Provinces have drawn up Piani Provinciali (Provincial Plans),
which are listed below:
- Piano Territoriale Provinciale di Catania (Catania Provincial Territorial Plan)
- Piano Territoriale Provinciale di Siracusa (Syracuse Provincial Territorial Plan)
- Piano Territoriale Provinciale di Ragusa (Ragusa Provincial Territorial Plan)
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The following instruments are also included in the planning of the wide area:
- GAL Kalat
- GAL Natiblei
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- GAL Eloro
- GAL Terra Barocca
- PTOOPP of Libero Consorzio Comunale of Syracuse
- OOPP of Libero Consorzio Comunale of Ragusa
2.5

The Current Site Management System
In the previous Management Plan of the UNESCO site of Val di Noto, it was
underlined the need for an adequate integrated and coordinated management instrument among the Municipalities of the UNESCO site, in order to
harmonize the development policies among the tourist systems of the Municipalities and to better respond to the needs of the tourist demand.
To this end, in 2012, the Ente Distretto Turistico Sud-Est (South-East Tourist
District Body) was established, which includes the main local authorities
belonging to the sites included in the World Heritage List, namely “Late
Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto”, “Syracuse and the Rocky necropolis of
Pantalica” and the “Villa Romana del Casale at Piazza Armerina”. The establishment of the Distretto Turistico represented the first step towards the
definition of the new governance model proposed in this Plan.
The management structure of the Val di Noto UNESCO site, in recent years,
has been committed to outlining an important framework of enhancement
projects, in some ways innovative in the overall framework of Sicilian UNESCO sites, given also the complexity, width and diversity of the territories
involved. However, having entrusted the management of the UNESCO site
to the Ente Distretto Turistico Sud-Est - identified as such also in the official
UNESCO documentation - has resulted mainly in the launch of territorial
and cultural marketing actions, which have aimed above all at the creation
of a credible image, able to create an appeal in the tourist field.
To date, the reference document of the strategic territorial planning of the
UNESCO site, the Management Plan, has not been implemented as a whole
and the coordination issues highlighted in the Plan have not been fully
resolved, so as to reaffirm the need for the establishment of an effective
coordination, possibly supported by a specific organization, of the control
and management bodies of the territory. On the basis of these considera-
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tions, and confirming the Distretto Turistico as the reference subject for the
management of the site, the new governance model described in the final
chapter of the 2020 Management Plan was set up.
The 2014 Periodic Reporting pointed out the need to identify a single, integrated, coordinated and highly representative body of all the institutional
and socio-cultural stakeholders, which would be dedicated to the implementation and coordination of all the initiatives on the territory. In this regard, the Periodic Reporting also underlined the following difficulties and
criticalities resulting from the absence of a managing body:
• in the implementation of the regulatory framework to maintain and preserve the Outstanding Universal Value and the criteria of integrity and
authenticity, both within the inscribed site and in the buffer zones
• in the coordination between the different levels and local administrative
institutions involved in site management
• in spreading awareness and understanding of the justification for inclusion in the World Heritage List, which is practically non-existent among
the local population
• in the design and implementation of a tourism plan that respects the value criteria that led to the recognition of the Outstanding Universal Value
• in the implementation of an appropriate monitoring system on the site to
improve its own management.
The need to change this approach finds a solution in a unified management
structure, representing all the institutional bodies concerned and involved
in various ways in the ownership and management, protection and enhancement generally understood, of the site as a whole.
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The following table shows the main actors and reference categories
INSTITUTIONAL ACTORS - LOCAL LEVEL
INSTITUTION

STRUCTURE/TASKS

Sicilian Region

- Assessorato Turismo, Sport e Spettacoli, Dipartimento - Assessorato del Territorio e
dell’Ambiente
- Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione dell’Ambiente
- Ente Bilaterale Regionale Turismo Siciliano
- Former Azienda Regionale Foreste Demaniali, now Dipartimento dello Sviluppo Rurale e
Territoriale: responsible for the protection and control of protected natural areas and the
care and maintenance of naturalistic areas of public property.

Assessorato Regionale dei Beni Culturali
e dell’Identità Siciliana Dipartimento dei Beni Culturali
e dell’Identità Siciliana

- Soprintendenze per i Beni Culturali e Ambientali: areas of the Dipartimento Regionale dei
Beni Culturali distributed on a territorial basis and divided into technical and scientific
services in relation to the characteristics and nature of the cultural assets to be protected
- Soprintendenze Regionali ai Beni Culturali e Ambientali of Catania, Ragusa and Syracuse
have jurisdiction over the cultural assets concerned by the UNESCO site in question.
- Soprintendenza del Mare of the Sicilian Region: research, census, protection, supervision, enhancement and use of underwater archaeological heritage

Assessorato Regionale dei Beni Culturali
e dell’Identità Siciliana Dipartimento dei Beni Culturali
e dell’Identità Siciliana

- Centro regionale per l’inventario, la Catalogazione e la Documentazione grafica, fotografica e audiovisive
- Centro regionale per la Progettazione e il Restauro e per le Scienze Naturali e Applicate ai
Beni Culturali, made up by one hundred specialised technical professionals carrying out
activities of investigation, research, study and dissemination of methodologies and technologies for the restoration of cultural heritage and the training of specialists in the sector

Assessorato Regionale dei Beni Culturali
e dell’Identità Siciliana Dipartimento dei Beni culturali
e dell’Identità siciliana
UNESCO Heritage Foundation of Sicily

Established by the Sicilian Region - Assessorato Regionale dei Beni Culturali e dell’Identità
Siciliana and by the Italian National Commission for UNESCO
Statutory aims: to disseminate and promote - in the field of education, science, culture and
education - sustainable development, enhancement of the environment, cultural heritage,
landscape, artistic and monumental heritage of Sicily

University of Catania

Promotion of culture, basic and applied research, higher education and technology transfer

University of Ragusa

In collaboration with the University of Catania, it has set up other faculties, degree courses,
university diplomas, specialisation and advanced training courses, specialist masters, etc.,
thus contributing significantly to maintaining a lively scientific activity and an appreciable
cultural and academic level in this area.
An autonomous university pole has been created in the province of Ragusa (Faculty of Linguistic and Intercultural Mediation, European and Extra-European Languages and Cultures)

Church bodies that are responsible for
cultural heritage

- On a regional level: Episcopal Conference of Sicily - Ufficio Regionale per i Beni Culturali
Ecclesiastici
- On a local level: Uffici Diocesani with responsibility for cultural heritage and tourism

Table 4. Local institutional actors. Source: our elaboration
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OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Another very relevant aspect for the assessment of the management state,
and in view of changes to the governance model, concerns the ownership
regime, which appears to be very heterogeneous.
Religious buildings open for worship are partly owned by dioceses, others are owned by parish bodies, and some others are owned by the Italian
State and depend on the Ministry of the Interior - Fondo Edifici per il Culto.
Most of the buildings of significant historical and architectural value are
owned by local authorities, such as the Region, Regional Provinces and individual Municipalities.
Some of the civil buildings of important architectural value are privately
owned.
As far as management is concerned, the Curias of the respective Dioceses
are the responsible bodies for church-owned buildings.
The regional bodies in charge of the protection and management of the urban, architectural and monumental heritage are Soprintendenze per i Beni
Culturali e Ambientali and the Uffici del Genio Civile (Civil Engineering Department), and for the local bodies are the Regional Provinces and the Municipalities where the respective cultural assets are located.
Below is a list, organized by town, of the holders of cultural assets listed
on the site.
CALTAGIRONE
- Municipality of Caltagirone
- Fondo Edifici di Culto
- Diocese of Caltagirone
CATANIA
- Archdiocese of Catania
- Municipality of Catania
- Fondo Edifici di Culto
- Sicilian Region
- University of Catania
- Private owners
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MILITELLO VAL DI CATANIA
- Diocese of Caltagirone
- Municipality of Militello Val di Catania
MODICA
- Episcopal Curia of Noto
NOTO
- Municipality of Noto
- Diocese of Noto
- Private owners
- Fondo Edifici di Culto
PALAZZOLO ACREIDE
- Archdiocese of Syracuse
- St. Paul’s Church body with its own legal personality as per DPR 1089/1985
RAGUSA
- Diocese of Ragusa
- Private ownership
- Private owners
- Fondo Edifici di Culto
SCICLI
- Episcopal Curia of Noto
- Municipality of Scicli
- Private owners
- Fondo Edifici di Culto
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Piano di gestione del sito Unesco Città tardo barocche del Val di Noto
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PART TWO
The 2020 Management Plan

Management Plan of the UNESCO Site LATE BAROQUE TOWNS OF THE VAL DI NOTO

1. A Participatory Process
1. A Participatory Process
The UNESCO Management Plan of the serial site “Late Baroque Towns of
the Val di Noto” is a programmatic document aimed at outlining the operational strategies to achieve a sustainable development of the UNESCO site
itself and of the wider area that includes the Municipalities in which the site
falls, and the territories adjacent to them. It follows that the actors involved
in this long-term protection and enhancement project, which must integrate social, economic, environmental, architectural and cultural aspects,
are representative of the widest range of actors with legitimate interests in
the local and supra-local territory.
This is even truer when looking at the process started for the update of the
Plan, which was marked by dialogue and a system of interaction between
political decision-makers and stakeholders that represents the basis of the
new governance for the UNESCO site. In fact, it also takes shape from the
considerations, reflections and awareness consolidated during numerous
meetings and discussions between institutional and non-institutional actors, during which expectations, solutions and common strategies were
expressed.
The working group in charge of drawing up the document, the institutional stakeholders and their technical representatives, as well as most of the
representatives of the civil, economic, entrepreneurial and socio-cultural
society of the Municipalities, participated in this joint study, assessment
and planning process. The subjects invited to the meetings are those identified in the following synoptic and descriptive table of the meetings carried
out with institutions and technicians which constitute the stages of that
participatory process.
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DATE AND LOCATION

PARTICIPANTS

11 November 2019 - Noto

for the Municipality of Noto
Paolo Patanè, Head of Cabinet of the
Municipality of Noto
Giuseppe Di Mauro, Project Manager
Corrado Iacono, Administrative Manager
of the project
Federica Puglisi, Project Press Officer
for Civita Sicilia
Paolo Cipollini, Work Coordinator
Antonio Gerbino, Coordinator of local
activities
Daria Di Giovanni, Archaeology Expert
Aurelio Angelini, Project Director

31 January 2020 - Noto

for the Municipality of Noto
Corrado Bonfanti, Mayor of the
Municipality of Noto
Paolo Patanè, Head of Cabinet of the
Municipality of Noto
for Civita Sicilia
Paolo Cipollini, Work Coordinator
Aurelio Angelini, Project Director
Renata Sansone, CEO

TOPICS OF THE MEETING
• Presentation of the whole project financed by the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism of which
Action 1, concerning the updating of Management Plans, is the first of the five actions planned
• Presentation of the project to revise and
update the Management Plans for UNESCO sites, the working group and the
working methodology
• Sharing of timeline, road-map steps and
methodologies of the shared process
• Presentation of the project financed by
the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism under Legge 77 of
2006 and details of the actions affecting
the three sites
• Presentation of the methodology for
drawing up the Management Plan, its
contents and aims
• Guidance on how to participate in the
drafting of plan updates

Giuseppe Parello, Dipartimento regionale
dei Beni culturali
Angela Giurrandino, Fondazione UNESCO
Sicilia
Vincenzo Marino, Mayor of the
Municipality of Mazzarino
Maggi Carla, Prefettura of Syracuse
Carmelo Maria Grasso, Vice-mayor of the
Municipality of Acireale
Giovanni Burtone, Mayor of the
Municipality of Militello Val di Catania
Rossana Russo, Assessor for Culture of the
Municipality of Militello Val di Catania
Don Fabio Raimondi, Diocese of
Caltagirone
Salvo Pogliese, Mayor of the Municipality
of Catania
Lucio Muraglie, Mayor of Ispica
Antonino Navanzino, Assessor of the
Municipality of Caltagirone
Municipality of Scicli
Municipality of Modica
Diocese of Noto
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14 February 2020 - Catania

Salvo Pogliese, Mayor of Catania
Barbara Mirabella, Assessor for Culture of
the Municipality of Catania
Giusy Solerte, Assessor for Tourism and
Culture of the Municipality of Noto
Renata Sansone, Civita Sicilia CEO
Aurelio Angelini, Project Director
Paolo Cipollini, Civita Sicilia Work Coordinator

• Illustration of contents and goals of the
Management Plan, its interrelation with
the Management Plans of the other two
south-eastern UNESCO sites involved
• Illustration of the UNESCO site governance model

27 February 2020 - Video call 5

Aurelio Angelini, Project Director
Paolo Cipollini, Civita Sicilia Work Coordinator
Barbara Lino, Lidia Scimemi, Members of
the working group
Adele Cesi, Angela Maria Ferroni, UNESCO
Office of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage
and Activities and Tourism, representatives
of the UNESCO sites “Late Baroque Towns
of the Val di Noto”; “Syracuse and the
Rocky Necropolis of Pantalica”; “Villa
Romana del Casale”.

• Definition of core zone and buffer zone
• Monitoring of the previous Management
Plan, with a focus on the historical course
of conservation and enhancement interventions on the sites in question
• Any interventions following previous Periodic Reportings and ICOMOS observations
• Management system
• Shared governance and meetings to listen
and dialogue with the local community

23 July 2020 - Video call

Aurelio Angelini, Project Director
Paolo Cipollini, Civita Sicilia Work
Coordinator
Lidia Scimemi, Member of the working
group
Guido Meli, Project contact person on
behalf of the Dipartimento Regionale dei
Beni Culturali
Silvia Dini, Istituto Chiossone onlus per
ciechi e ipovedenti
Lucia Ferlino, Institute for Educational
Technology - National Research Council

• Illustration of necessary projects and interventions to equip cultural sites with all
the standards to guarantee accessibility
for people with disabilities or fragilities.
• Checking the correspondence of the actions planned in the Management Plans
to these standards

Table 5. List and summary of the participatory process meetings and consultations.
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5. Starting from March 2019, the
restrictions established for the COVID
emergency, both during the lockdown
period and then with subsequent
government provisions directed at social
distancing, have in actual fact prevented
the holding of the planned meetings.
Where possible, online means and forms
of discussion have been used, which have
allowed the sharing and formulation of the
Plan.
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The participatory process, leading to the drafting of the Management Plan,
has been fundamental in increasing the community’s sense of shared responsibility for the protection of the site.
Moreover, the process allowed to analyse together the problems related to
the current management of the site; to start reflections on the future governance system; to define a general framework on the current liveability
of the different centres of the Val di Noto and the proposals for innovative
ways of sustainable use of the UNESCO site, also with reference to a greater
inter-municipal connection, through the identification of the projects proposed and/or implemented by the different actors.
The following table illustrates the main themes that emerged.
MAIN RESULTS
Governance
• The need for a well-defined managing body to coordinate
actors in the field, also activating a specific “UNESCO Office”
within each of the municipal administrations involved and an
“Associations Observatory” that can actively collaborate in
monitoring the actions implemented on the site
• Drafting of an annual plan of integrated activities related to the
site as a whole
• Importance of strategic planning, integrated design, publicprivate partnership and citizen participation
Enhancement
• Need for tourist flows deseasonalisation
• Improving connections between the different centres of the
UNESCO site through an increased offer of suburban public
transport
• Integration of the wider territory into sustainable heritage
development policies
• Monitoring and drafting of periodic reports on the status of
implementation of the Plan of activities for the protection and
enhancement of the UNESCO site
• Establishment of a system of intermodal soft mobility among
the Municipalities of the UNESCO site, for the sustainable tourist
fruition of the site and of the neighbouring environmental and
historical-cultural resources
• Promoting sustainable territorial development, economic growth
and employment

Protection and Preservation
• Importance of requalification, of restoration of public spaces and
protection and use of historic squares
• Focus on the recovery of architectural complexes (public and
private) and disused buildings and the creation of services and
places for social and cultural integration
• Drafting of the site protection status monitoring plan
• Adjustment and harmonisation between the Plans and
Regulations affecting urban contexts and between these and the
Management Plan
• Increased funding to preserve the monumental heritage
• Drafting of periodic reports on the state of implementation of the
Plan of activities for the protection and enhancement of the site
Communication and Promotion
• Identification and development of integrated projects for
the introduction of new technological devices related to the
information of the town’s cultural heritage
• Concerted planning of cultural events and initiatives between
the different centres of the UNESCO serial site to be hosted also
inside the historical buildings
• Activities with schools: training courses for teachers in schools of
all levels and school involvement activities
• Elaboration of App contents, commercials, videos and
promotional material on the heritage of the Val di Noto towns
• Extension of tourist circuits to lesser-known itineraries
(archaeological and naturalistic)

Table 6. Summary of the requests emerged during the participatory process for the Management Plan drafting.
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2. Goals and Action Plans
2.1
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General Strategy
This Management Plan is designed to integrate the objective of optimising
the management of the UNESCO site with the broadest possible enhancement of the resources present in the specific areas of the sites, as well as
those present in the wider areas.
It is a question of creating an “integrated management” plan that, having
to project itself beyond the logic of protection and conservation, takes on
a complex structure in which the implementation of the various phases activates different bodies and competences, requiring constant moments of
control (monitoring) and continuous redefinition of the methods of implementation of the phases of the individual strategies.
This Plan responds to this “dynamic vision” which covers both the analysis
and planning phases by providing for periodic checks that constantly redefine the Plan itself.
The update of the Plan will allow to improve and optimise the management
of the site through the involvement of several competent public bodies, in
order to improve and extend the policies of protection and conservation
of the archaeological heritage, the landscape and the whole material and
immaterial cultural heritage of the area.
The Management Plan of the UNESCO site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val di
Noto” - in addition to the implementation of the specific actions of protection and enhancement of the monuments composing the serial site - aims
at creating a single wide path of historical-cultural knowledge of the wider
territory of the south-east of Sicily: this will be achieved by creating a fruition path that unites the UNESCO World Heritage sites of “Syracuse and the
Rocky Necropolis of Pantalica”, of the “Villa Romana del Casale” at Piazza
Armerina and of “Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto”. To this end, the
Steering Committees for the management of the specific UNESCO sites will
work through a joint action of planning, implementation and management
of all the actions aimed at the protection and enhancement of the UNESCO
sites.
The Management Plan is implemented through specific Action Plans:
- Knowledge Plan
- Protection and Conservation Plan
- Social and Cultural Enhancement Plan
- Communication and Promotion Plan
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Fig. 9. Goal Tree. Source: our elaboration
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2.2 Action Plans
For each Action Plan, appropriate action sheets are outlined in the Management Plan.
Activities related to the site enhancement process are to be understood
as activities that the competent Administrations and Institutions take on
as priority actions to be undertaken within their institutional competences and that should become strategic axes on which to focus the projects
financed through national and European resources, also in view of the programming of the “2021-2027 European Structural Funds”.
A possible scenario within the enhancement plan - also in relation to the
availability expressed in the participatory process of design of this Management Plan - concerns the possible identification and proposal of a level
II buffer zone by the subjects of the wide area that intend to participate in
the territorial design and adopt common strategies with the aim of underling a common intent of programming activity.

KNOWLEDGE PLAN
GOALS

ACTIONS

Enhancement and systematisation of
existing data concerning the site

- Expansion and coordination of site information

Increasing knowledge of the tourism
sector

- Creation of a tourist-economic database concerning the Municipalities of the UNESCO site

PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION PLAN
GOALS
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ACTIONS

Intensify site protection activities

- Strengthening the cultural assets protection system
- Protection and requalification of the territorial context
- Identification of new funding sources

Integration with territorial and urban
planning

New Piani Particolareggiati (Detailed Plans)
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SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ENHANCEMENT PLAN
GOALS

ACTIONS

Grant better accessibility to the site

- Infrastructures redesign with low environmental impact
- Accessible tourism: services to guarantee an adequate fruition to people with
disabilities according to their specific needs
- Creation of the UNESCO Visitor Centre for the site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto”
- Making the Norman walkways of Catania Cathedral functional

Enhancement and integrated use of the
territory

-

Socio-cultural and economic development
of the territory

- Programme of educational and informative events
- Creation of technical and specialised training courses
- Promotion of local products and handicraft sectors

Pedestrian and cycle tourism paths
Circuito del Barocco: Integrated Tourist-Recreational Mobility System
Enhancement and use of regional Ecomuseums in the territory
Creation of integrated tourist itineraries between the three south-eastern UNESCO sites

COMMUNICATION AND PROMOTION PLAN 6
GOALS

ACTIONS

Promoting and expanding knowledge of
the UNESCO site and its heritage

- Creation of the coordinated image of the UNESCO site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto”
- Creation of an integrated digital platform
- Adjustment of the site’s knowledge instruments to the role of World Heritage Site

Promotion of the territory

- Events and exhibitions

Table 7. Action Plans Summary Table
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6. Many of the actions proposed below
must be considered transversal to all
the UNESCO sites of south-eastern Sicily
(Syracuse, Val di Noto, Villa del Casale),
in an integrated system perspective. By
means of the instruments provided by
this project, the three sites involved will
be able to become the founding nucleus
of a wider aggregation of UNESCO sites
in Sicily, which will be able to have a
unique instrument for promotion and
enhancement.
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3. The Management Plan Monitoring System
The monitoring system of the UNESCO site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val
di Noto” must necessarily be articulated on two different levels.
The first concerns the state of conservation of the monuments composing
the site and allows a control process to be implemented to ensure, over
time, adequate protection, conservation and enhancement.
The second level of monitoring concerns the status of implementation and
progress of the projects outlined for the individual action plans.
The Management Plan, in fact, as a document that can be modified over
time in relation to the results of the actions implemented, so that it can
lead to a real improvement in the state of the site, contains defined procedures for measuring and evaluating the results obtained for each individual
project proposed in the various action plans. They make it possible to highlight the need for corrective actions to improve non-compliant activities, by
recording and evaluating the goals set and the targets actually achieved.
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4. The New Governance System
The definition of the governance system of the UNESCO site that is presented below is the result of close collaboration and sharing with the public and
private stakeholders of the territory. The strong idea that emerged from the
institutional actors, which is at the basis of the proposed model, is that of
making use of organised structures already operating in the area of the site
and representing both public bodies and the private entrepreneurial and
associative fabric.
Therefore, a Governance system has been identified, including the Management Plan itself and a Management Structure consisting of:
- Unità Operativa UNESCO (UNESCO Operational Unit) of the Distretto Turistico del Sud-Est
- Steering Committee
- Operational Structure
The Management Structure thus constituted is included within the organisational and functional structure of the Distretto Turistico del Sud-Est, acting as its direct emanation through its Assembly and its Board of Directors.
An Unità Operativa UNESCO is constituted, by resolution of the Board of
Directors of the Distretto Turistico, exclusively by the representatives of the
8 Municipalities belonging to the Val di Noto UNESCO site.
The Unità Operativa UNESCO is responsible for the financial administration of the Managing Body through a specific expenditure item within the
budget of the Distretto Turistico. The following shall contribute to this expenditure item according to modalities to be defined in the Regolamento di
Funzionamento (Operating Regulations):
- UNESCO Municipalities;
- Members of the Steering Committee.
In addition, the Unità Operativa UNESCO may make use of any other funding deriving from:
- Available resources of the Sicilian Region;
- Public and private contributions and donations;
- Sponsorships.
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The members of the Unità Operativa UNESCO shall agree on the modalities of
participation and the rules of operation of the Steering Committee. The Unità
Operativa UNESCO designates the President of the Steering Committee.
The Steering Committee is composed not only of representatives of the
Unità Operativa UNESCO, but also of the other institutions and bodies that
exercise functions of management, control and enhancement of the cultural and landscape heritage, including non UNESCO ones, of the territory.
The Committee aims at implementing the objectives and actions set out in
the Management Plan, approves the guidelines, verifies the activities foreseen by the Plan itself and carries out, in cooperation with other bodies or
institutions, promotion, communication and monitoring activities.
The Committee approves the Monitoring Plan and the Annual Activity Plan
proposed by the Operational Structure. Participation in the Committee is
defined by the Regolamento di Funzionamento established by the Unità
Operativa UNESCO.
The Steering Committee appoints an Operational Support Structure, one of
whose tasks is to implement the Management Plan, coordinating the management and enhancement activities related to the status of UNESCO site.
The Operational Structure is made up of:
- technical referents indicated by the bodies and institutions part of the
Unità Operativa UNESCO;
- highly qualified external figures and/or structures with proven experience
in the territory and in the fields of intervention of the Management Plan.
The structure thus composed is responsible for the implementation of the
Monitoring Plan and the interventions foreseen in the Annual Activity Plan,
with particular attention to extending its field of interest to the buffer zones
and the wide area of the territories involved.
The Steering Committee, through the Operational Structure of UNESCO Site
Management, organises annually:
• The “Territorial Stakeholders Conference” to guarantee their participation in the drafting of the Activity Plan for the UNESCO site, providing
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observations and indications for projects of sustainable enhancement
of the territory. Among the institutional stakeholders there are also the
referents of the Municipalities falling within the buffer zones, who will
contribute to the shared and cohesive planning of the wider territory of
reference of the UNESCO site “Late Baroque Towns of the Val di Noto”.
• At the Territorial Stakeholders Conference, data of the monitoring activity
carried out by the “Observatory for the evaluation of the site activities”,
in which bodies and institutions that are part of the Steering Committee
participate, is presented.
These two bodies, functional to the management of the site, will play an
active role in the drafting of the annual Plan of activities for the implementation of the Management Plan and monitoring activities.
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Fig. 10. New governance system for the UNESCO site. Source: our elaboration

